August 2020’s walk solved.
1

Stand

Leaving the PNA, take the covered route to its end, then turn to go the direction brassy integers descend. Near the
display with the orchard’s output, what kind of pipe? (N 47.6766, W 122.3542)

2

Real

At the push, follow its arrow to the bench, then hope. What’s science? (N 47.6760, W 122.3545)

3

11

Beyond everybody, at the mountain fence, what’s the sum of the only numbers missing from the ones used to call?
(N 47.6748, W 122.3545)

4 Trespassing

When $W appears, cross not to the loon. Instead, turn tail on investments to the crossroads beyond the sign of the
half hour. Keeping port of the spelled zero, go to and follow the painted wall, with stepped interruption, to the
indicator of individually held land. No what? (N 47.6732, W 122.3548)

5

Onion

Pass the diamond atop the square and cautiously traverse under twin transformers to the solitary one. Charter a new
course to the hooped strip. Proximal to the horn blower, what bulbs? (N 47.6729, W 122.3529)

6

Pepper

When concrete ends, take the dirty then viridescent route to the striped pole. Miles who? (N 47.6713, W 122.3534)

7

Low

Divert to the benched way to skirt the hoop and, when within sight of 158 inches, cross to the furry four and continue
to where the side glancing one looks. Starboard and beyond the sign of the aquatic mammal, what kind of
clearance? (N 47.6705, W 122.3543)

8

Sunglasses

9

Worm

10

12

Where limbs envelop poles, pivot past the biked arrow and signal to the creature-topped pavilion. Combining those of
the animals above with those nearer the ground, how many hooves reveal themselves? (N 47.6683, W 122.3544)

11

20

Do a 180 from sleep to circle the coned cylinder. How many threaded rods ground it? (N 47.6674, W 122.3541)

12

China

Follow the fence past here to a second one, then perpendicular past benches to the field soldier. What kind of relief?
(N 47.6659, W 122.3531)

13

2003

At the hard walk, switchback with it past Illinois to its softer extension. Bypass S2 to the quartet. When did they make
this place their home? (N 47.6660, W 122.3508)

14

1924

Proceed under center, then follow the first metallic arrow to another. Taking direction from it, find the semi-circled
water. In four digits, what year? (N 47.6662, W 122.3493)

15

1900

Now go to the circled rectangle and follow its escape route to the second leash. Head in the direction you’ve not
been until a banner waves. Nearby, according to the stone, when did Seattle make its acquisition? (N 47.6652, W
122.3500)

16

Pantry

Parallel the green stripes to make your way past the sunny market, then fork along the earthen way. Bypass the
octagon’s command to take the solitary digitless figure’s way to Emmanuel. Library and what? (N 47.6650,
W 122.3526)

17

3

At the next turning point, climb to enter the leafy tunnel. Find the sun. What’s it wearing? (N 47.6702, W 122.3553)
Exit the shadows and pass 1P to the path of the noise a dog makes. At the limbed kiosk, birds, butterflies, a
dragonfly, flowers and what? (N 47.6687, W 122.3553)

With 1930 over your left shoulder, proceed to where colors spin. Dividing the number of blades on the largest rotator
by the number of smaller five-element ones, what do you get besides dizzy? (N 47.6650, W 122.3539)

18

Absolute

Cross to enter where signs warn you not to and, at the ground level fire alarm, redirect as city light reads to the first
of the purple tree row. Descend past sissies to veer, when given the opportunity, to the columnar river rocks. What
kind of security alarm? (N 47.6662, W 122.3554)

19

Tree

Where colored circles revolve, continue on a line between them and the silver revolvers to the golden wall. Follow
the segment that gets shorter and take its turn to the gnomes’ home. Behind what the music score? (N 47.6675,
W 122.3545)

20

1

21

Giraffe/Bear

22

133

23

Bakers

24

Pedicure

25

Bud

26

Down

Pull a 90 to carefully transverse to the sign of soil labor, then another 90 to pass what you turned tail on in #4. At the
place where someone might think they can purchase a bicuspid watercolor, next door what? (N 47.6741,
W 122.3543)

27

21

From where the last weekday area collection occurs at 1800 hours, reroute to pass the stoned retainer. At the red
handrail, redirect again past its hidden counterpart to where 1 through 8 misses 5. What is the sum of the pid digits?
(N 47.6754, W 122.3529)

28

Rhino

29

Bus

Short of the deceased terminal warning, turn past the pope’s name to the crest. What signal is named? (N 47.6760,
W 122.3543)

30

Love

Cross once to continue on the path bisecting the brown partitions and, once you’re through, cross again behind the
bent sign prohibiting the #1 bodily function. Beyond the rainbowed hanger, among the pinwheels, what wins?
(N 47.6770, W 122.3552)

31

Brander

At the turtle shelter, how many topsy-turvy monkeys behind? (N 47.6685, W 122.3545)
Turn to light past the inn to the area of flightless birds. Glide with the swimmer to the twin orbs. Name one of the
animals that turns in the breeze. (N 47.6691, W 122.3539)
Orbs in your wake, cruise asphalt, with some concrete interruption, to the Kennedy and its sidekick pole. How many
millimeters? (N 47.6699, W 122.3544)
Show the sidekick your backside and peregrinate to where the handless form points another way. Take that way and,
when at the wood, proceed as the park is to the land. Just beyond mode’s disc, corner to the exclusive door. Who
uses it? (N 47.6718, W 122.3546)
At the next intersection, find your way past Kennedy’s mid-western cousin to the porched fuel. Veer below and right
of it to the striped path. Avoid it and instead go to the hammered fasteners. What ‘s the cure? (N 47.6729,
W 122.3545)
Proceed under arced circles past the lean alert to the beverage corral. What light below the needle? (N 47.6737,
W 122.3545)

Round the topped birch to the coppery line. What’s the monkey riding? (N 47.6757, W 122.3533)

At the stone benches, set a new course to the tower plaza. Anagram the middle name of the person who holds
opinion there to name a person that might hold a hot iron instead. (N 47.6777, W 122.3543)

